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NetEnt boosts jackpot games offering with 
Grand SpinnTM and Grand Spinn 
SuperpotTM 

 

Two versions of Art Deco-themed slot will ensure enjoyment for all 
player types 

 

The luxury and glamour of the age of Art Deco are at the fore in unique dual release of 
Grand SpinnTM and the progressive jackpot version Grand Spinn SuperpotTM . 
 
Each and every spin of the 3-reel, 1-line video slot can potentially trigger a jackpot win, and 
Multiplier Wilds, combined with second chance nudging reels, may bring down the rain of 
golden coins. 
 

Grand Spinn SuperpotTM with its progressive jackpot adds to NetEnt’s growing collection of 
jackpot games, including Mega Fortune, Mega Fortune Dreams, Hall of Gods, Divine 
Fortune, which have generated ten jackpots of over 1 million euros in the last year. 
 
“Players might be stepping back to the 1920s in our Art Deco-inspired Grand Spinn, but the 

size of the potential prizes and jackpots on offer in Grand Spinn Superpot are very much 

from the 21st century. As a dual release, no matter a player’s pay-out style preference, 

there’s a version for them. There is a strong need for simple yet entertaining games with 

unique features – these two games do exactly that, with some style of course!” said Bryan 

Upton, NetEnt Director of Games. 

Play Grand SpinnTM video slot for free here 
 
For additional information please contact:  

https://games.netent.com/video-slots/grand-spinn/


 
 

press@netent.com  
 
 

NetEnt AB (publ) is a leading digital entertainment company, providing premium gaming solutions to the world’s  

most successful online casino operators. Visit www.games.netent.com to try our games. Since its inception in 

1996, NetEnt has been a true pioneer in driving the market with thrilling games powered by their cutting-edge 

platform. With innovation at its core, NetEnt is committed to helping customers stay ahead of the competition. 

NetEnt is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (NET-B), employs 900 people and has offices in Stockholm, Malta, Kiev, 
Gothenburg, New Jersey, Krakow and Gibraltar. www.netent.com 
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